LES-4 SPIN AXIS ORIENTATION SYSTEM
1. Introduction A stabilization system proposed by B. Howland is to be tested on LES-4.
Its purpose is to point the satellite angular momentum, J, along the direction of the unit orbit normal, N, using the interaction of the satellite magnetic moment, M, with the earth's magnetic field, B, to generate the torque, T, necessary to produce the required changes in angular momentum. LES-4 is to be flown in a quasi synchronous equatorial orbit of 18, 200 n. mi. altitude.
Dynamic Considerations
The details of the motion of a complex rigid body about its center of mass are being considered by B. Moriarty, so this report will deal with the sensors and electronics necessary to produce and control the satellite magnetic moment.
The analysis of the motion is based on the "Fast Top 11 approximation which assumes that the principle moments of inertia A, B, C, of the body obey the relationships:
A = B, C/A > 1 -• Under these conditions nutation is small, the angular momentum, J, and the angular velocity, it), of the body are collinear, and the body finds itself in a stable rotation when the axis of the large moment of inertia, C, is also dir-_• -■* ected along J and u). Then the angular momentum and angular velocity are simply related.
J = C uu
If such a satellite is in an earth orbit and we wish to force its angular momentum, J, to lie along N, we may do so by removing that component of J perpendicular to N, J J_, and leave the satellite with a somewhat reduced angular momentum, J.,, which is in the required direction. To remove Ji we need to create a torque TI along € . We find that the rate of change of 9 is dependent on the strength of T|» for if Then the unit vectors e € N define a right-handed inertial coordinate x, y, system with its origin at the center of the earth. The satellite is oriented properly (with J and N collinear) when both J and J are zero. Note that e and e need not be strictly orthogonal, 
This torque tends to increase J . If Ml is negative along the y axis it produces a negative torque along the x axis which tends to reduce J . Table II below.
S2 coincident with Table II 
2 Switching Sequence Generator
The switching sequences for the electromagnets may be generated by a shift register into which is loaded the information from the relay flip-flops A-D. If we consider only the a electromagnet we notice in Table II and Fig. 4 that any magnetic moment that a creates during the S1-S2 interval is the same polarity as FFA, and during S3-S4 interval is the polarity of FFB.
Consequently during S2-S3 the ß electromagnet is to be the same polarity as FFA, druing S3-S4 the Y electromagnet is the same as FFA, etc. Consider then, the following circuit. When S2 occurs the satellite has rotated 90 in inertial space and the shift register shifts the information one register "back" so that the ß electromagnet is now set to the polarity of the a electromagnet and so on as the satellite rotates. This circuit insures that the electromagnet most closely aligned with an inertial axis is programmed to have the polarity required for the orientation desired.
Since the a electromagnet with fixed magnetic moment ± M , is not perfectly aligned with the inertial directions continuously, there is an averaging effect along the inertial directions. For instance, during the S1-S2 interval if M is positive we find the average of the moments in inertial space to be = iVL M + ten The satellite to be oriented has a maximum moment of inertia, C, of about 2 2. 5 kg-m and will be injected into a circular quasi synchronous equatorial orbit spinning at 12 rpm and will therefore have an angular momentum of about 7rkg-m /sec. The earth's magnetic field near synchronous altitude varies -7 2 between 100 and 200 gamma or 1 to 2 x 10 Webers/m .
Choosing the erection rate (-TT) to be 3 /day [6. 09 x 10" ra/secl along either the x or y axes fixes the magnitude of the average magnetic moment, <M1>, for if 
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ABSTRACT
This report deals with the design of a satellite stabilization system to maintain the angular momentum of a spin stabilized satellite normal to the satellite's orbital plane. This orientation of the angular momentum allows a higher gain (narrower beam) antenna in the X-band communications link in the satellite. The stabilization system uses tin Earth's magnetic field as a source of torque and requires no commands from the ground since all the error sensing components are satellite-borne.
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